Jet planes
Class jet powered-lift aircraft in 623.7460476

Vertical-lift aircraft (VTOL aircraft)

Rotorcraft
Class here helicopters

Powered-lift aircraft
Class here convertiplanes

623.746 2–623.746 7 Heavier-than-air aircraft for specific uses
Class here piloting heavier-than-air aircraft for specific uses
Add to each subdivision identified by * the numbers following 623.74604 in 623.746042–623.746047, e.g., jet fighters 623.74644

Class aircraft ordnance regardless of type of aircraft in 623.7461; class drones regardless of type in 623.7469; class comprehensive works in 623.746; class comprehensive works on piloting in 623.746048

*Trainers

*Bombers and fighter-bombers
Class here attack airplanes, close support aircraft
Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading

*Fighters

*Transport aircraft
Cargo and personnel

*Rescue aircraft

*Reconnaissance aircraft

Drones
Variant names: guided aircraft, pilotless aircraft
Add to base number 623.7469 the numbers following 623.746 in 623.7462–623.7467, e.g., reconnaissance drones 623.74697

*Add as instructed under 623.7462–623.7467